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Introduction
This is a submission of proposals and feedback for Stage Two (Public Consultation
on the Commission’s draft recommendations) for the Local Government Boundary
Commission for England’s (the LGBCE) current Review of the Nottingham City
Council Local Authority area.
This submission is on behalf of the members of Nottingham Conservatives and the
Conservative Group of Councillors on Nottingham City Council. This follows the first
response submitted on the fourth of September 2017 in response to Stage One of
the Public Consultation on new warding arrangements.
In short the Submission at the previous stage was a proposed new warding pattern
for the entire Local Authority area which had been drafted following consultation with
members of Nottingham Conservatives who represent all different areas of the City,
both geographically and demographically. This consultation also included feedback
from the Conservative Group of Councillors who are elected to Nottingham City
Council.
Nottingham Conservatives have since carefully evaluated the Commission’s draft
recommendations (which were published at the end of October 2017) along with the
Commission’s accompanying justifications for their proposals. This has, again, been
discussed in further detail with local Party members and councillors.
The following document contains detailed responses to the Commission’s draft
recommendations and includes thorough feedback on the proposed wards and
suggested amendments where appropriate. These proposed amendments have
been fully evaluated and accompanying justifications and arguments for these have
been included.
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General Feedback
Overall the members of Nottingham Conservatives recognise the hard work and time
taken by the Commission to evaluate our proposals and the other submissions; as
well as to visit Nottingham to see the different communities for themselves and
assess the different proposals on the ground.
Nottingham Conservatives strongly believe that the overall warding pattern proposed
by the Commission in their draft recommendations is a substantial improvement on
the current warding arrangements, not just in terms of rebalancing electoral equality,
but also in the context of giving much greater representation to some of the minority
communities with a strong local identity that have been poorly represented
historically. This is particularly evident in the core of the city and as such Nottingham
Conservatives commend the Commission for their work and outcomes in these
areas.
There are obviously other parts of the city where the Commission’s draft
recommendations do not correlate with our original proposals and we have carefully
considered the Commission’s justifications and discussed these in further detail with
our members. Generally we have accepted the Commission’s reasoning for opting
for alternative warding patterns in the rest of the city, especially when viewed in the
context of other responses submitted. However we strongly believe that further work
could be done in the Wollaton; Lenton and Clifton areas to allow the overall warding
pattern to better reflect local communities and allow the City Council to provide more
effective governance to these areas. Additionally we have also suggested minor
alterations to the proposed Basford and Bulwell Forest wards where we believe that
in their recommended form they do not fully reflect local identity.
We do not believe that our suggested amendments will result in a significant amount
of rework and therefore we hope that following this second consultation phase the
Commission will strongly consider the enhancements that these amendments offer
to their overall scheme for the Local Authority.
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Rationale and Methodology
Following the publication of the Commission’s draft recommendations on October
31st 2017, Nottingham Conservatives evaluated the Commission’s proposals and
correlated them against the proposals put forward by Nottingham Conservatives at
the previous consultation stage.
Following this we were able to easily identify areas of the city where the Commission
had adopted some of our proposals and where the Commission had reached an
alternative conclusion.
This process was carried out with the members of Nottingham Conservatives and
the Conservative Group of Councillors on Nottingham City Council; all of whom had
a substantial input in shaping our proposals at the previous stage.
We have fully evaluated, to the best our ability, all wards (whether they are in areas
that we are in agreement with, or areas that we wish to see further re-evaluation)
solely against the Commission’s statutory criteria:




Delivering electoral equality for local voters.
Reflecting the interests and identities of local communities.
Providing effective and convenient local government and reflecting electoral
cycles.

Following this process we have identified some key proposed wards that we strongly
believe should be re-evaluated following this stage of the consultation. In order to be
thorough and fair to the entire city we have evaluated all proposed wards and any
suggested amendments have been detailed in the appropriate section. Evidence to
justify these further amendments has been provided as appropriate.

Overview of Second Stage Proposals
The Commission have proposed a warding arrangement that would consist of 55
councillors in total. Nottingham Conservatives agree with this figure and are not
proposing a new warding arrangement which would result in either an increase or
decrease to this figure.
However the Commission have also proposed that these councillors are divided over
23 wards. At this stage we are proposing an additional four wards as outlined in
more detail later in this document.
As the current ward boundaries have been in place for the best part of two decades
we took the simple approach, at the previous consultation stage, of treating the City
as a “blank canvass” and building wards upwards from areas with strong community
identities and robust boundaries. The strength of the ties between neighbouring
communities was also taken into consideration.
This helped us to ensure that we were guided only by the current state of
communities within the Local Authority area and that we were proposing solutions
that would best represent them in the future. We did not evaluate areas in the
context of existing ward boundaries.
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At this second stage we have taken the more straightforward approach of evaluating
what the Commission have proposed in their draft recommendations (along with the
other submissions at the previous consultation stage) to ensure that the outcome of
this response is not an array of significant rework.
To this end the additional four wards that we have proposed are largely contained
within the Commission’s proposed wards to avoid supposedly small changes
resulting in several wards requiring significant remodelling. We strongly believe that
these enhancements will give stronger representation to some of the communities
within these parts of the city and consequently provide more effective local
governance to these communities.
Overall, this will still mean that councillors are representing approximately 3841
electors each; with no more than plus or minus 10% of this figure, in order to achieve
good electoral equality across the entire city. (This is based on the projected figures
for the electorate in 2023).
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Clifton
The area of the city dominated by the Clifton Estate is perhaps, in geographical
terms, the most unusual part of the Local Authority’s area as it is the only part of the
city to lie south of the River Trent. We agree entirely with the Commission that the
river is a substantial boundary between neighbouring communities and as such there
is no case for any ward that covers both sides of the river. The closest point in
residential areas is where Wilford Village and The Meadows are connected via
Wilford Toll Bridge. Nonetheless it is clear to see that these communities are very
different and have no tangible ties other than the tram. This boundary grows more
substantial upstream where the extensive industrial areas in Lenton and Dunkirk, as
well as the Trent floodplain west of the A52 Clifton Boulevard creates an even larger
gulf between residential areas. In conclusion we cannot see any justification for the
Commission to re-evaluate this boundary between the proposed Clifton North and
Lenton & Wollaton East/New Meadows wards.
In terms of creating an appropriate warding pattern within this area we completely
understand the difficulties faced by the Commission in creating an arrangement that
does not split the Clifton Estate (which is a very consolidated community with an
incredibly strong identity across the whole estate) whilst at the same time does cut
into neighbouring Wilford which, as the Commission have themselves identified, is a
distinctly separate area.
We do not agree entirely with the Commission’s draft recommendations for this area
and our views on a more appropriate solution are detailed below.

Proposed Ward
Clifton North

Comments
As outlined above, we understand that there
are difficulties in being able to create a
warding arrangement that comfortably
satisfies the required statutory criteria in this
area. This proposed ward is however, very
poor with regard to social and community
cohesion and can perhaps be considered to
be one of the most diverse of the proposed
wards in the city. In our previous Submission
we proposed that a Silverdale & Wilford ward
should be considered, which would cover the
northern portion of this proposed ward. We
appreciate that the Commission have
acknowledged this by recognising that the
Wilford area is very clearly distinct from the
Clifton Estate. Additionally the majority of the
residents in the Silverdale and Wilford
communities look towards the City Centre and
neighbouring West Bridgford areas for core
services and social facilities, rather than to
Clifton. Indeed the Clifton Estate itself is
virtually an entirely self-contained community
with a substantial shopping precinct and
supermarket; several schools and places of
worship and health facilities, as well as good

Amendments
Clifton North ward to be
retained, however to be
reduced from a threemember to a two-member
ward.
New boundary to be
adopted within this ward
along the Fairham Brook
green corridor to create a
new single-member
Silverdale & Wilford Ward.
Hartness Road area to be
moved into the proposed
Clifton South ward and
necessary adjustments
made to the boundary
between these two wards.
(See Figures 1A and 1B
and the next section for
further clarity).
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road access and public transport to the jobs
market in the Greater Nottingham area. There
is subsequently no case for including the two
areas in a conjoined ward as the shared
identity and demographic is so nominal that
the areas do not even share any residents
associations or community groups. Again, we
completely acknowledge that creating a
Silverdale & Wilford ward (as per the
proposals in our previous Submission) creates
issues for structuring the warding pattern in
the rest of the Clifton area and it is worth
noting that we are not suggesting such a ward
should be adopted “at any cost” as we
understand that all proposed wards need to be
thoroughly evaluated against the statutory
criteria. Nonetheless we would hope that the
Commission recognise the very strong
community case for splitting this proposed
ward as in its proposed form it does not meet
that criterion. We regard that it is simply
incohesive to have one ward covering the
entirety of Wilford and Silverdale;
approximately half of the Clifton Estate and all
of the communities to the north of the A453
Remembrance Way which are themselves
isolated and substantially different from each
other. Consequently we believe it would be
very difficult for the City Council to provide the
most effective governance to such a diverse
area and much more robust representation
could be achieved if this ward was reevaluated. A ward can created out of the
Wilford area using the identifiable and natural
boundary along the green corridor surrounding
Fairham Brook. This would have very good
boundaries; good electoral equality for one
councillor and cover a very cohesive
community (divided only notionally by the A52
Clifton Boulevard). Ideally, the Clifton Estate
would be covered by one ward due to its
nature as a very consolidated single
community; however this would clearly be too
large for a preferred maximum three-member
arrangement. Consequently any boundary
within the estate can be regarded as arbitrary
and therefore further to our previous
Submission (and also considering the
Commission’s draft recommendations) we
have proposed a boundary along Green Lane
(which is a good road to use that dissects the
estate) and re-evaluated our original
suggested boundary in the Gardendale
Avenue area. (Further clarity is given in the
next section and in Figures 1A and 1B).
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We have avoided this boundary appearing
confusing to local residents (and indeed
councillors as well) however whilst we
recognise it is not as ideal as the
Commission’s recommended boundary that
runs the full length of Green Lane it is
necessary in order to ensure that all Clifton
wards fully meet the statutory criteria. This
revised Clifton North ward should have good
electoral equality for two councillors and
should also be more socially cohesive than
the Commission recommendation as this
proposal will see the isolated communities
north of the A453 Remembrance Way
(labelled 4, 5, 6 and 7 on Figure 1A in our
previous Submission) distributed more equally
between the Clifton North and South wards.
Clifton South

The Clifton Estate is a very consolidated
community with a strong identity and a vibrant
leisure; shopping and amenities centre around
the Southchurch Drive area. It is too large to
cover in one ward and therefore any split of
the estate between wards is relatively arbitrary
and should therefore only follow, wherever
possible, a clear boundary within the estate
itself. The Commission’s proposed Clifton
South ward fulfils this criterion by clearly using
the A453 Remembrance Way and Green Lane
as a distinct divide between this and the
Clifton North ward. There is considerable
coherence to this ward and it clearly satisfies
all the Commission’s criteria. However we
regard it necessary to make some
amendments in order to satisfy our
suggestioned amendments to Clifton North.
Firstly the Hartness Road area is a relatively
isolated community and this was alluded to in
our previous Submission. Whether or not it is
therefore included in either of any proposed
Clifton North or Clifton South ward is entirely
arbitrary and the same can be applied to all of
the different isolated communities north of the
A453 Remembrance Way. Consequently we
propose moving the Hartness Road area into
the proposed Clifton South ward (similar to the
proposals made in our previous Submission)
in order to ensure that our revised Clifton
North ward still provides good electoral
equality. We do not believe that this will make
any difference to community cohesion. Whilst
we fully understand the Commission’s
comments regarding our previous suggested
boundary around the Gardendale Avenue
area we have proposed a further amendment

Clifton South ward name
and number of elected
members to remain as
proposed. Green Lane
boundary to remain largely
as proposed.
Hartness Road residential
area to be moved into this
ward and the proposed
boundary around the
Green Lane/A453
Remembrance Way
junction to be nominally
adjusted.
See Figures 1A and 1B for
further clarity.
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to the Commission’s suggested boundary in
this area. (See Figure 1B). This takes into
account the Commission’s comments by not
splitting the community in a way that would
appear confusing on the ground. We strongly
believe that this proposed amendment will
ensure that all Clifton wards provide good
electoral equality and the best possible social
cohesion.
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Silverdale
& Wilford

Clifton North

Clifton South

Figure 1A – Proposed amendments to Clifton North and Clifton South.

Clifton North
The Commission’s proposed boundaries and ward name (approximate).

Silverdale & Wilford
Proposed additional boundary and ward name.

Boundary proposed by the Commission to be deleted.
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Clifton North

Clifton South

Figure 1B – Detailed proposal of the amended boundary on the Clifton Estate.
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Central and Eastern Nottingham
The core of the city; like any dense urban area, contains some of the most diverse
communities than perhaps anywhere else in the City and under the current warding
patterns this part of the Local Authority suffers the most from poor representation
and ineffective local governance.
Consequently we are delighted to see that the Commission have identified this in
their draft recommendations by proposing wards that only cover individual
communities such as The Park; the City Centre; Radford and Victoria Embankment.
We have proposed no further amendments to the draft recommendations in this part
of Nottingham and our reasoning for accepting each proposed ward is detailed
below.

Proposed Ward
Arboretum

Comments
Amendments
Our original proposed Victoria ward largely
None
covered this area immediately north of the City
Centre. The Commission have identified this is
a very cohesive area which is clearly
identifiable from its neighbouring areas by its
distinct architecture and clear boundaries
(notably The Forest Recreation Ground for
instance, which clearly separates the
Arboretum from Hyson Green). Whilst our
suggestions for this area included a small
portion of St. Ann’s; we recognise the
Commission’s conclusions that the North
Sherwood Street area is a clearer boundary
between the two communities. The
Commission’s other proposed boundaries for
this ward also sensibly separate the
Arboretum area from Hyson Green; Radford
and the City Centre. Over recent decades the
demography of this area has become clearly
dominated by students and this is helped by
the presence of Nottingham Trent University’s
City Campus in the area. Students are
naturally pulled towards the City Centre for
their amenities and leisure activities rather
than the adjacent communities and the
University campus obviously provides the
academic occupation. The Arboretum is an
identifiable focal point in this community and is
a well-used recreational facility year round. It
has been the source of the name of the
existing Arboretum ward that already covers
this community and consequently unless any
local residents (either as groups or individuals)
feel strongly otherwise then we accept the
Commission’s suggested name for this
proposed ward.
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City

The residential population of the City Centre
None
has grown substantially over past decade
following the construction of several new
apartment buildings and the redevelopment of
many older buildings into mixed-use
commercial and residential apartments. This
has enabled the City Centre population to
become more established in recent years and
as such a substantially stronger case for the
Commission’s proposals in this area now
exists. The nature of the City Centre
architecture and style of the dwellings leads to
unique challenges for City Centre residents.
We highlighted many of these in our previous
Submission and they include parking and
accessibility as well as the relationship
residents have with the commercial sector of
the city centre (many apartment buildings are
shared with commercial outlets such as bars
and restaurants). Additionally the commercial
nature of the City Centre means that residents
here live almost entirely separately from
adjacent communities. Consequently the
arrangement proposed in the Commission’s
draft recommendations will give very strong
representation to City Centre residents and
will help the council to focus solely on the
increasingly complex issues faced by these
residents instead of having to include adjacent
areas with different challenges; as per the
existing warding pattern. Surprisingly there are
also some isolated pockets of traditional
housing in the city centre (including the Cliff
Road Estate and the handful of houses along
Cranbrook Street and Brightmoor Street) and
these should also receive much stronger
representation under this recommendation.
The proposed ward also has good electoral
equality and follows strong boundaries that
clearly delineate between the City Centre and
the neighbouring conventional residential
communities. It is a logical proposal when
evaluated against all the criteria and
subsequently there is no justification for any
further remodelling of this proposed ward.
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Dales

Sneinton is a key community in this part of the None
city, as alluded to in our previous Submission;
and irrespective of the final proposed warding
pattern we are pleased that Sneinton has not
been split across different wards. We
acknowledge the Commission’s views
regarding our proposed boundary along
Sneinton Dale and understand that moving the
boundary north towards St. Ann’s is a sensible
solution to include the entire community
around the Sneinton Dale and the south St.
Ann’s areas. We are disappointed, however,
that the Thorneywood area to the extreme
east of the city has not been included in a
separate ward as this community has its own
identity and is very separate from Sneinton;
St. Ann’s and Mapperley. Despite this we
acknowledge that the geography of this part of
the city and the Authority’s boundary with the
neighbouring Borough of Gedling presents a
substantial challenge in being able to create
an appropriate warding pattern that would
satisfy the statutory criteria. It is worth noting
that the Authority’s boundary significantly
splits the Colwick; Thorneywood and
Porchester communities, however this is
beyond the scope of this Review. Whilst we
strongly believe that more effective
representation and better local governance
could be achieved by separating the
Thorneywood and Sneinton areas we accept
that this is not realistically achievable without
considerable remodelling of the St. Ann’s and
Mapperley wards. This proposed ward still has
good electoral equality for three councillors
and good boundaries with the proposed St.
Ann’s; City and Embankment wards so as
such we will not submit a case for further reevaluating Dales at this stage of the Review.

Embankment

We are pleased that the Commission were
None
able to visit the residential areas south of the
City Centre and identify for themselves the
diversity of the communities within this area
and the contrasts between them. The older
community to the east shares strong intracommunity ties and this is reflected through
the existence of the Old Meadows Tenants
and Residents Association (OMTRA) which
helps to consolidate the community in the area
covered by this proposed ward, and we
referenced this in our previous Submission.
This proposed ward will give much stronger
representation to that local body as well as
other local residents’ groups such as “The
15

Friends of Victoria Embankment” who have
previously not had a strong voice in the city.
The current arrangement sees two councillors
represent the entire residential area between
The River Trent and the City Centre, as well
as the City Centre itself. This proposed ward
will help achieve stronger representation to
the Victoria Embankment community and the
other key isolated communities around Trent
Bridge (notably Quayside Close and Meadow
Close) as the demography and also the social
challenges presented largely by the different
style of housing are distinctly different from the
City Centre and the New Meadows. This
community also has few cross-community
links, despite it’s proximity to the New
Meadows, as Victoria Embankment is
supported by West Bridgford’s commercial
centre just across Trent Bridge and access to
Nottingham City Centre is usually achieved via
the A60 London Road (the route of most bus
services to the area); rather than via the other
Meadows communities. This ward has good
electoral equality for a single councillor and
strong boundaries that define the edge of the
Victoria Embankment and Old Meadows
community. Above all this proposed
arrangement will enable the two Meadows
residential areas to complement each other
and it should also help the City Council to
deliver much more effectively targeted local
services and for these reasons we support this
propose ward.
Hyson Green

The Commission have been correct to
recognise that Hyson Green is a distinct
community with a strong identity that is clearly
reflected in both the residential areas to the
immediate north of Radford and the
community hub along the A6130 Gregory
Boulevard. The popular market place area
close to the south of Radford Road and many
other local shops and facilities – including
ASDA Hyson Green; The Hyson Green
Community Centre on the A6130 Gregory
Boulevard and Hyson Green Market Tram
Stop collectively help to provide a strong
identity to this area and they are also the focal
point of both the Hyson Green community and
this proposed ward. Despite this the current
arrangement splits Hyson Green over three
wards and this leads to very poor
representation for this community and adds to
the weak social cohesion of these existing
three wards. The Commission have clearly

None
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recognised that Hyson Green is a distinct
community which is visibly different from
neighbouring areas and henceforth this
proposed ward should significantly improve
the representation of it’s residents on the City
Council. The proposal has good electoral
equality for two councillors and very good
boundaries which clearly delineate between
Hyson Green and neighbouring communities
such as Radford. The Forest Recreation
Ground has also been appropriately identified
as a substantial boundary between Hyson
Green and the more student-dominated
community around Nottingham Arboretum.
Overall this is a very logical ward and should
be adopted in the final proposals.
Mapperley

We judge the proposed Mapperley ward to be
relatively poor in terms of social cohesion and
intra-community ties. Whilst it does clearly
cover the parts of the Local Authority area that
can be geographically defined as Mapperley
(and also the Mapperley Park Estate which
has not been split) – the proposal also
extends to cover the Thorneywood area and
some elements of St. Ann’s around the
southern end of The Wells Road. Ideally,
these areas would be separated as per the
proposals in our previous submission. We
believe that this would result in a ward that
focuses more clearly on the Mapperley Park
Estate and the other separate residential
areas covered by the Mapperley Park
Residents Association. The residential areas
around The Wells Road have a closer
community relationship with St. Ann’s and
have a markedly different demographic from
the Mapperley area and with the exception of
the Nottingham City Transport Blue Line Bus
Service the areas share no tangible facilities.
As such we believe they would receive more
effective local governance in a separate ward.
However, after evaluating the Commission’s
other proposed wards in this area and their
justifications for proposing this pattern, we can
see no obvious method of remodelling the
recommended boundaries without having a
significant impact on the proposed St. Ann’s;
Dales and Sherwood wards. This is also not
helped by the constrain presented by the
Local Authority boundary with the
neighbouring Borough of Gedling. In
conclusion, whilst we are not completely
content that this ward is as socially cohesive
as the other proposals we cannot justify a

None
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case for remodelling this and all the adjacent
wards so therefore we accept the
Commission’s draft recommendations in
relation to the proposed Mapperley ward.
New Meadows

The Commission’s proposed New Meadows
None
ward covers the most recently developed
residential areas immediately south of the City
Centre. This ward is very logical as it has
strong boundaries defined by the edges of the
modern community, either by natural
boundaries such as the River Trent or the
distinct change in architecture between this
area and the older housing on Victoria
Embankment. The proposed ward also has
good electoral equality for a single councillor
and this proposal reflects the strong identity of
The Meadows community by appropriately
making use of local focal points such as the
Queen’s Walk Community Centre as the core
of the ward. Two local primary schools
(Welbeck and Victoria) are also within the
proposed ward. The demographic of the ward
is also very consistent and distinctly contrasts
from neighbouring communities such as
Wilford; the City Centre and Victoria
Embankment. This further supports the case
for the adoption of this proposed ward. In
terms of community representation this
proposed ward will give a much greater role to
community bodies such as The New Meadows
Tenants and Residents Association
(NEMTRA). The introduction of two tram
routes through this area in 2015 (with two
stops at the centre of the community on
Queen’s Walk) has not only helped to provide
a key new transport artery direct from the City
Centre but has also helped to act as an
additional central focus point for residents
across the New Meadows estate, on both
sides of Queen’s Walk. The estate faces
unique challenges in comparison to
neighbouring communities and these have
been shaped largely by the unique Radburn
style housing that defines the estate as well as
legacy social issues relating to higher rates of
crime and urban deprivation. This proposed
ward would consequently help the city council
to provide more effective core services and
targeted resources to this unique community
as well as help increase the representational
synergy across the whole area covered by the
current Bridge ward. We therefore strongly
believe that this ward should be adopted in the
final proposals.
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The Park

The Park Estate currently forms the southern
None
portion of the existing Radford and Park ward.
It is perhaps the most unique community in
the entire Local Authority area when judged by
its history; its demography; its boundaries and
its relationship with both the City Council and
the surrounding communities. This proposed
ward is therefore very logical as it covers the
entire Park Estate community and does not
confuse the area with neighbouring
communities. The name obviously resonates
with the strong identity of the area covered by
the proposed ward and the corresponding
local groups such as The Park Estate
Management Company and the Nottingham
Park Residents Association. We strongly
believe that this proposal will significantly
enhance the ability of a councillor to effectively
represent the unique needs of The Park and
this in turn will enable the City Council to have
a more effective relationship with residents of
The Park Estate. The current grouping with
Radford is very poor and to that end there are
realistically no neighbouring areas that can be
adjoined in a ward with The Park that would
not impact the ward’s effective community
cohesion. With regard to the peripheral areas
surrounding the main estate (including the
Standard Hill area and the Castle Bridge Road
Estate); these help the proposed ward to
reach good electoral equality whilst still using
good boundaries; including the railways and
the A6008 Maid Marian Way. The Standard
Hill and Ropewalk area is very closely linked
to The Park in terms of its identity; more so
than to the neighbouring City Centre. The
Castle Bridge Road Estate is a fairly isolated
community and the residents here live quite
separately from all neighbouring areas.
Nonetheless it is too small to constitute a ward
of its own and as it is geographically much
closer to The Park; so the proposal to include
it in this ward is a sensible recommendation.
Overall this is one of the Commission’s most
logical proposed wards for the Local Authority
and as such we strongly believe it should be
adopted in the final recommendations.
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Radford

The Radford ward proposed by the
None
Commission clearly covers the parts of the
City that can be identified as Radford, both
geographically and socially. The proposal has
distinct boundaries that appear to successfully
divide this community from neighbouring
areas, including The Park and Hyson Green.
The ward provides good electoral equality for
two councillors and will provide much more
robust representation than the current warding
arrangement. Subsequently the delivery of
local governance to Radford should be much
improved under this proposal. As a
community, Radford broadly encompasses the
same demographic and we evidenced this in
our previous Submission. Consequently this
proposed ward has a strong coherence and
will provide robust synergy with neighbouring
proposed wards. We therefore support this
being included in the final recommendations.

St. Ann’s

As we stated in our previous Submission, St.
None
Ann’s is an inner-city community with a distinct
identity and this is clearly reflected in the style
of much of the housing; the demography and
the naming of many local amenities;
particularly at the community hub along St.
Ann’s Well Road. Consequently, this is a good
proposed ward that does not split the St.
Ann’s community and used good boundaries
and an appropriate name. Having evaluated
the Commission’s arguments we accept their
reasons for the inclusion of the residential
area in the north of St. Ann’s (around the
B684 Woodborough Road and the A60
Huntingdon Street) in this ward as we support
the Commission’s proposed Arboretum ward
and we understand that for reasons of
ensuring electoral equality and for improved
community cohesion this residential area
should be included in the proposed St. Ann’s
ward. The recommended boundary along
North Sherwood Street is also a much more
identifiable “on the ground” split between the
proposed Arboretum and St. Ann’s wards.
This proposed ward has good electoral
equality for three councillors; clear boundaries
as mentioned and good community cohesion
for the St. Ann’s area. We are therefore not
supporting any re-evaluation of this proposed
ward.
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North Nottingham
There are a substantial number of differences between our proposals for this area of
the city and the Commission’s draft recommendations.
The general grouping of communities however largely follows the same trend that we
submitted; and this is particularly evident within the Bilborough; Bulwell and
Bestwood areas. Whilst we therefore broadly accept the Commission’s arguments
for reaching a different conclusion we have nonetheless identified two proposed
wards (Basford and Bulwell Forest) that do not thoroughly meet the statutory criteria
and we strongly believe that some minor remodelling of these wards would lead to
much greater coherence across all the required criteria.
These recommendations and other feedback have been outlined below.

Proposed Ward
Basford

Comments
This proposed three-member Basford ward
covers the Old Basford; Cinderhill and
Stockhill communities in the north of the city.
Basford generally has a strong identity and it
is good to see that this has been reflected in
the proposed ward. Cinderhill however also
has a strong identity which has been bolstered
by the progressive increase in the number of
residential developments in this area over
recent decades. The two areas are subtly
different in demography but strongly different
in identity; something which we sought to
reflect in our previous Submission and we are
pleased the Commission have also identified
this; even though it has not been transposed
into the draft recommendations.
Geographically, public transport in this area
dissects this ward in a mostly “north-south”
style; linking Basford and Cinderhill to the city
centre rather than directly with each other.
This is further exemplified by the route of
Nottingham Express Transit that also
strengthens the boundary between Cinderhill
and Basford. Separate Basford and Cinderhill
wards would both still have appropriate
electoral equality for two councillors and one
councillor respectively, and would both use
good, recognisable boundaries as indicated by
Figure 4. Moreover the community cohesion of
these two wards would be stronger than the
existing proposal as it would acknowledge the
separate identity of the Cinderhill area and
help the City Council to deliver more effective
local services for this community.

Amendments
Proposed Basford ward to
be reduced from a threemember to a two-member
ward.
New boundary to be
added along the railway
and coincident Nottingham
Express Transit route as
conveyed on Figure 4.
This is proposed to
deviate slightly from the
railway in the Stockhill
area in order to ensure
electoral equality. This
deviation however is
relatively arbitrary and
should not affect
community cohesion in
this area.
New single-member
“Cinderhill” ward to be
created to the west of the
railway.
All other proposed
boundaries with adjacent
wards to remain as per the
Commission’s draft
recommendations.
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Bestwood

The Commission’s proposed Bestwood ward
None
largely covers the same area that we
proposed for a ward of the same name;
however the draft recommendations also
include the Gainsford Crescent and
Southglade Road areas from our proposed
Sherwood North ward. This is a relatively
arbitrary change as although this does impact
on the warding pattern for the Sherwood area
it only has a notional impact on the proposed
Bestwood ward, in terms of both boundaries
and community cohesion. The proposed ward
will still contain both the Bestwood and
Bestwood Park estates and hence the
effectiveness of community representation in
this area will not be affected. The A611
Hucknall Road and the B6004 Arnold Road
will continue to form the boundary of this ward
and both of these roads are clear, identifiable
boundaries. In conclusion this proposed ward
has good electoral equality for three
councillors; distinct boundaries, an appropriate
name and acceptable community cohesion.
We therefore propose no further re-evaluation
of this ward.

Berridge

This proposed ward follows the suggested
None
boundaries and naming the we recommended
in our previous Submission. The Carrington;
Berridge; south Sherwood and Hyson Green
areas of the city are very densely populated
and this is related to the style of the housing in
the area (terraced housing and apartments)
and naturally this makes the process of
identifying boundaries that are both clear and
define communities more challenging. This
proposed ward however does not cut into the
neighbouring Sherwood and Hyson Green
areas and this should prevent confusion
among those communities. Additionally the
ward uses the A611 Hucknall Road; the
A6514 Valley Road and The Forest
Recreation Ground as clear boundaries and
we are satisfied that overall this proposed
ward meets the required criteria.
Consequently we support this proposal being
adopted in the final recommendations.
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Bulwell

This proposed ward comfortably covers the
residential areas surrounding the substantial
shopping precinct and accompanying local
amenities around Bulwell High Road and Main
Street. As this precinct is a very strong and
clear focal point of the Bulwell area it is a
logical proposal for this ward to use the Main
Street area as its centre. Additionally the
proposal uses good boundaries along the
railway and the edge of the Local Authority
area. Bulwell has a very strong identity and
this adds further justification to the suggested
name and boundaries. We did, however, see
a degree of merit in achieving better
community representation by creating an
additional ward to cover the Hempshill Vale
area of Bulwell; however we appreciate that
the Commission have considered this
proposal and we understand their reasons for
having reached a different conclusion. The
Commission’s proposed ward has good
electoral equality for three councillors and
logical community coherence so we support
this ward being included in the final
recommendations.

None

Bulwell Forest

Of all the proposed wards in this section,
Bulwell Forest is perhaps the most diverse in
terms of the communities it covers. As with
other areas, we understand the difficulties
associated with creating an arrangement of
boundaries that perfectly reflects communities;
however we do not agree that the Commission
have reasonably justified why they have
reached their conclusion with this proposed
ward. We would therefore recommend that the
Commission strongly consider re-evaluating
this ward at this stage of the Review as there
are three distinct communities in this proposed
ward (labelled as 8, 10 and 11 on Figure 4A in
our previous Submission) and we strongly
believe that a minimal amendment to the
recommended boundary would achieve a
much more coherent arrangement. The
separate communities within the proposed
ward can be identified as Highbury Vale
(which shares common connections to
neighbouring Bulwell by virtue of the railway
and the Nottingham Express Transit Route
being the only boundary between the two
areas); Top Valley and also Rise Park which
both lie to the north of the ward, beyond
Bulwell Forest Golf Course. Whilst the latter of
these arguably share similar services and a
similar demographic they both contrast heavily

The proposed Bulwell
Forest ward to be reduced
from a three-member to a
two-member ward whilst
retaining the proposed
boundaries between the
adjacent proposed
Basford, Bestwood and
Bulwell wards.
New boundary to run
along the A611 Hucknall
Road and along Top
Valley Way to create a
new single-member Rise
Park ward; as indicated by
Figure 3.
Bulwell Forest name to be
retained for the southern
area of the current
proposed ward as this will
cover Highbury Vale as
well as some elements of
Top Valley and north
Basford to ensure good
electoral equality has been
provided.
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to Highbury Vale both socially and
demographically. It is clear to see that the two
areas are separated by a large distinct
boundary that dissects the proposed ward
along the A611 Hucknall Road and the
adjacent Bulwell Forest Golf Course.
Additionally the relevance of this boundary is
further reinforced by the lack of shared
community amenities or inter-community ties
across the two areas. Indeed as already
mentioned the Highbury Vale area shares
strong ties with neighbouring Bulwell (which is
only separated by the railway) and Rise Park
very much has its own facilities including the
Park Vale Academy (until recently the Top
Valley Academy); a large Tesco Extra
Superstore and a small shopping/community
precinct adjacent to Bestwood Park Drive
West. Also, largely due to geography Highbury
Vale and Rise Park share little direct public
transport links. The independence of the two
areas is further reinforced by organisations
such as the Rise Park Action Group (RPAG)
which seeks to represent the interests of Rise
Park residents and help to improve the local
community in that area; but does not extend to
cover Highbury Vale. Overall the Bulwell
Forest Ward proposed by the Commission
does not meet the requirement of ensuring
effective representation and good community
cohesion. We strongly believe that much more
robust local governance and more effectively
targeted local services could be delivered by
making use of the Bulwell Forest Golf Course
as a boundary between two wards that would
cover Rise Park and the area around Highbury
Vale separately. This solution would
significantly enhance the representation of the
communities in the Commission’s proposed
ward; would have good electoral equality for
two councillors and one councillor respectively
and would have a clear identifiable boundary
that follows the A611 Hucknall Road and Top
Valley Way. (Neither of these roads have any
housing directly on them in the parts
suggested to be used as boundaries so this
should not create any confusion among local
residents). Further justification for our
amendments is given in Figures 2A through to
2E.
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Sherwood

This ward as proposed by the Commission
None
encompasses the central Sherwood
residential areas surrounding the shopping
and leisure area on the A60 Mansfield Road
as well as parts of Carrington and the
extensive residential areas north of the A6514
Valley Road. (These were referred to as 1, 2
and 3 on Figure 5A in our previous
Submission). The proposed ward very much
keeps the main Sherwood community at its
heart and for that reason alone there is no
obvious reason to re-evaluate this proposal as
the ward uses identifiable boundaries and
should provide decent representation and
effective local government to this community.
In our previous Submission we proposed that
the residential area to the north of the A6514
Valley Road should be in a separate
Sherwood North ward as there is a distinct
boundary along this road (bolstered by the
adjacent Valley Road Park) and the
demography of this community is clearly
different from the more densely populated
residential areas towards Carrington. This is
also reflected in the different Residents’
Groups and Tenants’ Associations that exist in
the different areas of Sherwood. We are
pleased that the Commission have considered
this however upon re-evaluation it is difficult to
find an arrangement of achieving separate
wards without having to carry out significant
rework to the adjacent proposed wards (in
particular this would involve cutting into the
Bestwood Estate). The two residential areas
do share transport links (predominantly the
bus routes from the city centre) so there is
arguably more coherence to this ward than the
proposed Bulwell Forest ward. Therefore
unless any local residents or residents’ groups
feel strongly otherwise we do not see any
merit in further re-evaluating this proposed
ward and are content with it being included in
the final recommendations.
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A
B

C

E

D

Figure 2A – Different elements of the Rise Park, Top Valley and Highbury Vale
areas. (Refer to Figures 2B – 2E).
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Figure 2B – archetypal suburban
properties in Rise Park (around
the Brownlow Drive area)
comprising of mostly detached
houses and bungalows.
(Point “A” on Figure 2A).
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Figure 2C – Rise Park
Community Centre and the
shopping precinct/bus terminus
off of Bestwood Park Drive West.
These help to strengthen the
community identity of Rise Park.
(Point “B” on Figure 2A).

Figure 2D – Very similar styles of
suburban housing in the Brisbane
Drive and Beauclerk Drive areas
of Top Valley.
(Point “C” on Figure 2A).
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Figure 2E – Compact terrace
housing of differing styles in
Highbury Vale and the edge of
Bulwell.
(Point “E” on Figure 2A).

(Point “D” on Figure 2A).
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Rise Park

Bulwell Forest

Figure 3 – Proposed amendments to Bulwell Forest.

Bulwell Forest
The Commission’s proposed boundaries and ward name (approximate).

Rise Park
Proposed additional boundary and ward name.
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Figure 4 – Proposed amendments to Basford.

Basford
The Commission’s proposed boundaries and ward name (approximate).

Cinderhill
Proposed additional boundary and ward name.
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West Nottingham
The arrangements proposed by the Commission in their draft recommendations in
this part of the city are broadly similar to the existing pattern of wards with some
adjustments made that have addressed the issues of electoral inequality.
Excluding the areas north of the railway we believe further remodelling could be
carried out in the Lenton and Wollaton areas to achieve much clearer community
cohesion; following the recommendations in our previous Submission.
We have outlined these below.

Proposed Ward
Aspley

Comments
The proposed three-member Aspley Ward
covers the Aspley and Broxtowe estates. It is
still our belief that whilst these are similar
communities, there is still a degree of
distinction between them; mainly emanating
from whichever area the local residents
identify with. The demography of both areas is
virtually identical however, and the style of
housing is the same. We therefore
acknowledge the Commission’s remarks that
our proposed boundary between Aspley and
Broxtowe is relatively arbitrary and acts as a
hub providing amenities for both estates.
Additionally the Commission’s proposed
Aspley ward provides good electoral equality
for a three-councillor ward and we accept that
this proposed ward will provide acceptable
representation and effective local governance
to the Aspley and Broxtowe estates. We do
not therefore see any merit in remodelling this
proposed ward.

Amendments

Bilborough

As with neighbouring Aspley, we acknowledge None
that the Commission have taken the time to
visit the area and evaluate our proposals on
the ground. The Aspley; Bilborough and
Broxtowe estates are broadly similar regarding
their historical background and their
demography and therefore any boundary
between these would be relatively arbitrary
and would not have a huge impact on the
social cohesion of these areas or the ability of
the council to provide effective local
governance. Given that the proposed ward
largely follows our recommendations (albeit
with a broader boundary to encompass part of
the Beechdale area) we are not suggesting
any further amendments to this proposal.

None
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Leen Valley

Lenton &
Wollaton East

This proposal is similar to the Beechdale
ward that we suggested at the previous
consultation stage. The community ties here
are weaker than in other parts of the city; with
the ward consisting of many small,
disconnected residential areas largely split by
the A6514 Western Boulevard and other major
roads. We had strong views however that
some of the residential areas close to the
junction of Beechdale Road and Hollington
Road belonged to a community that residents
identify with as Beechdale; hence why our
proposed Beechdale ward covered this area
that the Commission have included in their
proposed Bilborough ward. Unless local
residents feel strongly otherwise then we are
not proposing any further remodelling of this
ward as we do not believe the effectiveness of
the local governance in this area will be
radically affected by whether or not they are in
the proposed Leen Valley or Bilborough
wards. The arguments for splitting
neighbouring wards to enable the remodelling
of this ward are also relatively weak. We
would however ask the Commission to
consider renaming the proposed ward
“Beechdale” as we believe this has a closer
alignment to the community in which local
residents belong. This is the only amendment
we are recommending to this proposed ward.

Name “Leen Valley” to be
replaced with “Beechdale”.

The only consistency with this proposed ward
is that it is largely dominated by students in
various different styles of accommodation.
Other than that it brings together communities
with little or no cohesion. Firstly the Wollaton
Park Estate which straddles the A6514
Middleton Boulevard is very much a selfcontained unit which is easily identifiable with
its distinct architecture and unique street
layout. It shares virtually no services;
amenities or identifiable community
connections with Lenton, which is the
community to the east of the ward and is a
distinct area consisting of various styles of
mainly Victorian terraced housing and
apartments. Being largely student-dominated
a large proportion of the residents in Lenton
travel to nearby University Park or eastwards
to the city centre for social and leisure
facilities. Of all the areas in this proposed
ward this is the area with perhaps the
strongest identity and the one with the clearest
identifiable community hub (which consists of
a few pubs; convenience stores; a small

Proposed ward to be
reduced to a two-member
ward and renamed
“Dunkirk, Lenton &
University”.

No proposed amendments
to the boundaries or
number of elected
members.

Residential areas north of
the A6200/A52 Derby
Road to be moved into a
separate ward as per
Figure 6A.
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cinema and a handful of letting agencies)
along the Lenton Boulevard/A6200 Derby
Road area. There is also the Dunkirk
residential area which, whilst being a small
self-contained community, is very well
connected to University Park and
neighbouring Lenton. Lastly the Lenton Abbey
area is isolated from the rest of the proposed
ward by University Park and for this reason we
are not proposing that this is moved into a
separate ward. As per our previous
submission this proposed ward is broadly
cohesive south of the A6200 Derby Road and
for that reason the Wollaton Park Estate
should be moved into a ward covering
Wollaton Park and the residential areas
surrounding here with which it shares much
closer ties. (See “Wollaton West” below).
Following this the remainder of the proposed
ward would be much more cohesive and
would enable the City Council to deliver much
more effective governance to Lenton and the
areas around University Park. This should still
provide good electoral equality for two
councillors and make effective use of the
A6200 Derby Road as a ward boundary.
Wollaton West

The proposed Wollaton West ward covers the
older parts of Wollaton Village and the
surrounding residential areas emanating from
the square at the junction of Wollaton Road
and Bramcote Lane. This is a very cohesive
community with a very distinct identity as well
as a clear demographic (consisting of mostly
older, affluent residents and families with a
stronger tie to this community than perhaps
the more transient residents in neighbouring
areas). Consequently we are pleased to see
this area has been contained within one ward
and not split. The proposal also covers the
extensive residential area to the north of
Wollaton Park around Russell Drive. This area
also strongly identifies with Wollaton however
the demographic here is clearly different and
the geography in this area also plays a
significant part in the cohesion of the two
areas. The residents around Russell Drive are
much more easily linked to the City Centre by
a number of good bus services and easy road
access to the A6514 Middleton Boulevard.
The Wollaton Village area however has a
number of community facilities of its own
including a library; community hall; St.
Leonard’s Church; a number of pubs and a
substantial Waitrose Supermarket adjacent to

Proposed ward to be
reduced to a two-member
ward and renamed
“Wollaton”.
The Russell Drive area to
be moved to a new twomember ward along with
the Wollaton Park Estate
and named “Wollaton
Park”.
The remaining areas
around Wollaton Village
and to the north-west of
Wollaton Park to be kept
in “Wollaton”.
Further clarity is given in
Figures 6A and 6B.
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the A609 Trowell Road. Therefore when reevaluated it is clear to see that a more ideal
ward boundary could be implemented
between these two areas rather than coupling
them in a single ward together. As mentioned
in the previous entry the Wollaton Park Estate
cannot be realistically represented in the same
ward as Dunkirk and Lenton and this would be
much more effectively coupled with the
Russell Drive area due to the similar
demographic, and these two areas share
almost identical links to the city centre. This
proposed additional ward (as per our previous
Submission) has good boundaries around
Wollaton Park and good electoral equality for
two elected councillors. This would enable the
Wollaton Park Estate to be more effectively
represented than with the Commission’s
recommended arrangement of including it with
Dunkirk and Lenton. The remaining residential
areas around Wollaton Village could then be
conveniently represented under a different
ward that covers this more cohesive part of
Wollaton. Following the Commission’s
evaluation of all the proposals at the previous
consultation stage we have revised our
proposed boundary to the north of this ward
and we consider that splitting Torvill Drive
close to Bridge Road is a convenient and
identifiable place on the ground. Whilst this is
still relatively arbitrary it is necessary in order
to ensure electoral equality across both wards
and is much less arbitrary than covering the
Wollaton Park Estate with Dunkirk and Lenton.
Torvill Drive and Lambourne Drive can be
considered the same road and therefore it is
not ideal to split these so as to prevent
confusion among councillors and local
residents. The Russell Drive Estate and
residential area surrounding Welwyn Close
have been kept in the suggested Wollaton
Park ward as these are accessed directly from
Russell Drive whereas the Torvill Drive
residential area is geographically more closely
tied to Wollaton Village.
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Figure 5A – The hub of the
Lenton community along
Lenton Boulevard.

Figure 5B – Housing on
Lenton Boulevard and
Gloucester Avenue; which is
stereotypical of the majority of
the housing stock in Lenton.
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Figure 5C – Farndon
Green – the hub of the
Wollaton Park Estate
community, with a Post
Office and a general
convenience store.

Figure 5D – Single-storey
housing on Toston Drive,
Wollaton Park Estate. This
housing style dominates
this community and
contrasts significantly with
Lenton.
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Wollaton
West

Wollaton
Wollaton Park

Lenton &
Wollaton East
Dunkirk, Lenton
& University

Figure 6A – Proposed amendments to Lenton & Wollaton East and Wollaton West.

The Commission’s proposed boundaries (approximate).

Wollaton
Proposed additional boundary and ward name.

Wollaton West
Boundary and name proposed by the Commission to be deleted.
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Wollaton Park

Wollaton
Wollaton West
Figure 6B – Detailed proposal of the recommended new boundary in Wollaton.
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Summary of proposed amendments
Please refer to Figure 7 below for a summary of the proposed amendments to the
Commission’s draft recommendations.
The differences are highlighted in blue.

Proposed Ward Name
Nottingham
LGBCE
Conservatives
Arboretum
Arboretum
Aspley
Aspley
Basford
Basford
Berridge
Berridge
Bestwood
Bestwood
Bilborough
Bilborough
Bulwell
Bulwell
Bulwell Forest Bulwell Forest
---Cinderhill
City
City
Clifton North
Clifton North
Clifton South
Clifton South
Dales
Dales
Embankment
Embankment
Hyson Green
Hyson Green
Leen Valley
Beechdale
Lenton &
Dunkirk,
Wollaton East
Lenton &
University
Mapperley
Mapperley
New Meadows New Meadows
Radford
Radford
---Rise Park
Sherwood
Sherwood
---Silverdale &
Wilford
St Ann’s
St Ann’s
The Park
The Park
---Wollaton Park
Wollaton West Wollaton
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Proposed Number of Councillors
Nottingham
LGBCE
Conservatives
1
1
3
3
3
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
---1
1
1
3
2
2
2
3
3
1
1
2
2
2
2
3
2

3
1
2
---3
----

3
1
2
1
3
1

3
1
---3

3
1
2
2

Comments

Adjusted boundaries.

Adjusted boundaries.
Additional ward.
Adjusted boundaries.
Adjusted boundaries.

Name change only.
Adjusted boundaries
and name.

Additional ward.
Additional ward.

Additional ward.
Adjusted boundaries
and name.

TOTALS
27
55
55
Figure 7 – Summary of Nottingham Conservatives proposed amendments to the
Commission’s draft recommendations.
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Issued to the Local Government Boundary Commission for England on the twentysecond of January 2018.
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